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VECTOR AIRCRAFT
SERVICES RENEWS ITS
CONTRACT TO USE OASES
Commsoft, a world leader in aviation
engineering and maintenance
systems, is delighted to announce
that Vector Aircraft Services, an
established, independent asset
management and continuing
airworthiness service provider, has
renewed its contract to continue
using OASES for a further three years
in a 15 concurrent user deal.
Read More

AIR EXPLORE SIGNS WITH COMMSOFT
Commsoft, a world leader in aviation engineering and maintenance
systems, is pleased to announce that AirExplore, based in Bratislava,
Slovakia, has signed a 5 year contract for the use of OASES.
Commsoft’s flagship product, OASES is a ‘best-of-breed’ MRO IT system
which offers an industry-leading technical sophistication whilst being
intuitively user-friendly. AirExplore will be using OASES to support its
four Boeing 737-400s and a Boeing 737-800 which provide charter
flights for holiday companies as well as additional capacity for other
airlines on both short and long-term contracts.
To allow for scalability, OASES is structured in a modular format and
AirExplore has selected all of the following modules: Core,
Airworthiness, Planning, Production, Materials, Line Maintenance
Control and Warranty.
AirExplore has also opted to run OASES on standalone servers which
are currently being procured and the implementation of the system is
scheduled for late 2014/early 2015.
Nick Godwin, Commsoft Managing Director, commented: “Winning this
contract is excellent news for us and further evidence that OASES really
does stand apart from the competition. We’re looking forward to a swift
and successful implementation of the system and to a long-term
collaboration with AirExplore in support of their ACMI and charter
operations.”
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Mr Jan Kassak, Maintenance Director at AirExplore, added: “In
connection with the increasing number of aircraft we were looking for
profesional program to manage the continuing airworthiness and
maintenance of our fleet. We chose the OASES as the best system
which meets our requirements and provides well-arranged and logical
system in all areas which are necessary for the management of
engineering and maintenance. I believe the OASES will meet our
expectations.“
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